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Examination of buildings and constructions and their engineering systems is a field where methods of 

non-destructive inspection are most frequently applied. 

It seems that everything today can be checked with the help of methods of non-destructive inspection: 

the condition of constructions made of any kinds of material; surface and underground constructions; 

deviations and defects in these constructions. But there is a field where are no devices, which allow 

conducting a full-fledged examination. 

This is the expertise of old stone buildings that is conducted right before the restoration of a project. 

Methods and techniques of architectural monuments’ restoration depend mainly on this kind of 

examination. 

 

Fig.1. Blagoveshchensk church, Russia, Ryazan region, Kolentsy. 
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Many devices in the field of non-destructive inspection of materials are applied for the strength 

specification of concrete, sand-lime brick, modern ceramic brick and modern mortar mixes. 

But none of the modern devices of non-destructive inspection can show the structure of the inner layer 

of brickwork, or whether there are inclusions of other materials. 

After having analyzed the tools for non-destructive inspection, the author arrived at the following 

conclusions: 

1. IPM-1E – examines concrete, underlayment, modern building ceramic. 

2. Beton Pro Condtrol – examines concrete modern mortar mixes, modern brick.  

3. ONIX-2.5 – examines concrete, modern brick, modern mortar mixes.  

4. IPS-MG4 – examines concrete, modern mortar mixes, modern sand-lime and ceramic brick.  

5. UKS-MG4s – examines concrete and sand-lime brick with ultrasound. 

6. Electronic Shmidt hammer, model PC L – concrete, modern mortar mixes, stone.  

7. Shmidt hammer, model PM – examines modern mortar mixes. 

8. Shmidt hammer, model LB – examines modern brick of burnt clay.  

 

It follows from the above listed that there are no tools or devices that could determine the properties of 

old brickwork. 

Non-destructive inspection in examination using calculations 

Even if we try to determine the strength of old brickwork with the help of calculations, we won’t get 
precise data as far as all the formulas are focused on the newly erected brickwork. 

There are several formulas for determination of brickwork strength as far as the brick and mortar mix 

strength.  

Baume formula  

 R = 0,43 R1+0,22 R2, where  R is brickwork strength; R1- brick strength ; 

R2 - mortar strength. 

The formula was revised by engineers Govve   and Ilyin for the standard building brick with breaking 

strength of 112 kg\cm2 (cement and compound lime mortar): R=0,34 R1+0,42 R2. (1929 г. Moststroy) 

But the formula doesn’t consider a very significant point, which is the brickwork strength in the wall, 

that is, here we face the influence of the sample form. To identify the actual strength of brickwork, we 

need to adopt an adequate and specific sample form. 

American approach to the issue of brickwork strength is not precise as well, as it doesn’t consider the 
influence of the mortar strength. For the USA conditions, where brickwork is based predominantly on 

strong mortars, this method can be quite satisfactory, but in the conditions of our country, the 

brickwork is based mainly on weak and medium-strength mortars, which can enhance brickwork 

breaking strength. That is why we need a more differentiated approach to the influence of mortars.  

                 Such an approach can be found in the Swiss formula proposed by Craiger and two German 

formulas proposed by professor Graff. 



Craiger’s formula 1: R = R1 (6+0,1 R2) 

                                                  12 + 5 l/d 

The first formula of Graff 2: R = R1(4 + 0,1R2) + 20 kg\cm2 

                                                        12+ 5 l/d  

The second formula of Graff 3: R = R1(4+0,1 R2) + e 

                                                        16 + 3  l/d 

The strength of brickwork was studied by Onishik L.I. 

Onishik’s formula is as folows: 

 

where R2,Ʈ   - the brickwork mortar strength at Ʈ≠ 28 days; Ʈ is the time of mortar hardening; 

R2,28 is the strength of brickwork mortar at Ʈ= 28.  

Works of professor Inchik were also studied. He identifies the strength of brickwork upon the revised 

formula of L.I. Onishik: 

  

where Rкл – brickwork strength, kgf/cm2; Rкир – brick strength, kgf/cm2;  

Rраст – masonry mortar strength, kgf/cm2; k – ratio determined by the method of mathematical 

statistics; equals to 0,7. 

The formula is comparatively more acceptable for the examination of strength properties of old 

brickwork. 

But this formula lacks of the ratio, which can help to correct the variables for the benefit of a 300-years 

old brick work. 

Thus, for instance, during the examination of the architectural monument in the village of Kolentsy, the 

Ryazan region, which is 300 years old, it was determined that inner arcs and columns of the building that 

bear the dome are made not only of  full ceramic bricks, which means that strength properties of the 

materials are different . 



        

Fig. 2 Column of Blagoveshchensk church with heterogeneous inclusions of materials 

 

Fig.3. The arc of an old stone building made with the inclusions of wood in the brick. 



 

Fig.4. Church, Russia, Ryazan region, Pet. 

 

From the above, it follows that despite the variety of tools for non-destructive inspection, the problem 

of identifying the structure and strength of old brickwork without destructive methods of examination is 

still unsettled. 


